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PRACTICE 7

“As soon as the body and breath are sufficiently calm and relaxed, immediately,
almost magically, the joyful feeling arises. This is the cream of Kum Nye, the
essence. We can stir it so it becomes richer and deeper, thick and vast….We can
accumulate it and distribute it through the senses, between the skin and muscles,
into every part of our body. By this kind of relaxation, we can heal even our
grasping, shadow side, the unbalanced side that acts against us.
Tarthang Tulka, Kum Nye Yoga, page 14

PRACTICE:

Suggestions for practice:

As soon as you notice a feeling, begin right away to accumulate that feeling
by staying right in it, and with it. Hold the breath a little bit around it, or create a
little physical intensity around it, and stay with it for as long as you can. Notice
both the tendency towards accumulating, and towards dissipation, and use this
contrast to educate yourself. Don’t judge. Pause at the top of the inhale, and
then let that feeling expand, until you feel full, and even feel a kind of fluttering
or flickering energy. Develop this holding of the breath up to a minute, but
holding your breath for shorter periods of time are also effective.

Warm up:

Hold your breath for several seconds at the top of your inhale, and feel the
energy build. Move from the energy, expand from it. Feel the breath, and move
from the breath. Continue to contact feeling, identify the tone of the feeling,
merge breath and feeling and then accumulate feeling with the breath, and with
awareness.
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KUM NYE # 73 Om Ah Hum

 Sitting in the Seven Gestures, count your inhale for five seconds,
 Pause, hold the breath in for about five seconds,
 Exhale for five seconds.
 After a few rounds begin chanting inwardly;
 Inhale, silently chanting Om
 Hold the breath as you chant Ah
 Breath out as you chant Hum
 You may pause for five seconds before breathing in again.
 Sit for several minutes and absorb the vibration of Om Ah Hum
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JOY OF BEING #27 Awakening Heart

 Sitting in the seven gestures, bending your elbows, open your palms in front
of you.

 Imagine energy or light filling into your open palms
 After a few minutes, rotate the palms downward, and close your hands into a

fist
 Intensify the feeling, then bring your hands towards your chest at heart level,

and direct the energy from hand to hand, and into the heart.
 Allow feeling and energy to build between hands, and into the heart.
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KUM NYE # 82 Inner Massage

 Sitting on a mat or cushion, with the pelvis higher than the legs
Place your hands on your knees as in the seven gestures.

 Bring your scapula close to each other, and then lift your shoulders as high
as you can.

 In this position, hold the breath
 When you slowly release, begin to release the breath when the shoulders are

almost down
 Release the breath very slowly and gently, then sit in the seven gestures for

several minutes before repeating twice more, then sit in the seven gestures
for five minutes.
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KUM NYE #90 Living Breath

 Stand with your feet about hip width apart.
 Interlace your fingers, and place your hands on the occipital ridge
 Bend your knees slightly, and lift your chest, as you arch slightly back
 Take two to four sharp quick breaths from the belly, and exhale as slowly as

possible.
 Keep your attention on the belly, and let your breath massage you inwardly.

 Stand and rest between each gesture, repeat twice more
 Sit in seven gestures to finish.
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Joy of Being #11 Healing Inner Space

 Stand with feet a few inches apart, back straight, breathing evenly through
both nose and mouth.

 Bring your arms across your chest, the left hand on the right side of the
neck and the right hand on the left side of the neck.

 In this position, bring the chin to the chest, and hold this position for
awhile, then release slowly, lowering the hands to your sides.
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KUM NYE 14 Feeling Breath

Sit in the seven gestures. Inhale through both noes and mouth. Hold the
breath for one minute, experiencing and expanding the feeling quality. Let your
internal rhythm slow down and your senses open. You may feel a rippling or
vibrating quality like the energy at the edges of a flame. Whatever feelings and
sensations arise, deepen and expand them. Experience them directly, without
letting them go into concepts or thoughts or mental images. Then exhale slowly.
Repeat the exercise three times

If you find it difficult to hold the breath for one minute, try holding it as long
as possible. As you continue to practice the exercise, you can gradually build up
to holding the breath for one whole minute.

(From Kum Nye Yoga p.58)
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